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Abstract— Computer graphics are the primary and most 
efficient way to exchange information between humans and 
computers. They are also now used widely in many different 
areas such as teaching, education, entertainment, art as well 
as image processing, user interfaces, etc. Computer graphics 
are the chief way of visualization of an abstract idea or con-
cept that can be portrayed by a computer. As technology pro-
gresses, the overall scope as well as the quality of these 
graphics and their generation will continue to improve and 
will get more popular and widely used. This paper focuses on 
the various computer graphics generation methods and their 
evolution. This needs to be done to get a better understanding 
of the topic overall and to get familiar with this increasingly 
important topic. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 
The subject of computer graphics is a loose term but it 

mainly deals with the generation of images with the help 
of computers. Today computers are so widely spread and 
used and a proper graphical user interface has become the 
status quo, hence computer graphics are widely used and 
hence need to be studied well. They are now a core tech-
nology in any form of image-based or vision-based sys-
tems as well as many specialized applications with their 
graphics as per the need. In the past two or three decades, 
a lot of specialized hardware as well as software has been 
developed keeping computer graphics in mind and hence 
has allowed this sudden development of the field into a 
vast area. Apart from the computer science-related part of 
it, it has also very inseparably seeped into artistic expres-
sions as well. It is a vast field with many different areas 
such as user interface design, rendering, ray tracing, ge-
ometry processing, animation, vector graphics, 3-D mod-
eling, shaders, etc.  

        
 

  
Computer graphics are the main tools used to display 

the image data or art meaningfully to the user and are also 
used to process the data obtained from the real world such 
as photos or video content by using image processing. 
The sudden developments in the field have allowed for a 
revolution in all forms of visual media with advertise-
ments, movies, animations, and video games being the 
primarily noticeable ones. The term computer graphics 
usually means one of the several things- 
(a)The representation and manipulation of the image data 
by a computer. 
(b)The various technologies used to create or manipulate 
the images, or 
(c)The methods used to digitally synthesize and manipu-
late the visual content. 
 

Visual representations are always easier to understand 
and make sense of than the complex statistics or the data 
they are trying to convey eg- graphs. They are easy to in-
terpret and hence are a widely used form to convey infor-
mation. With the help of computer graphics, this can all 
now be computer generated and hence allows the easily 
interpretable form to be more widely available and acces-
sible. The precursors to modern-day graphics are the ad-
vancements in electrical and electronic engineering and 
screens could display art ever since the early 20th cen-
tury. But the discipline of computer graphics as a whole 
was not fully established till after the second world war. 
The 1950s made the cathode ray tube viable as a display 
and introduced the light pen as an input device. In 1968, 
the first form of ray tracing algorithm was made, which 
has now become fundamental in achieving photorealism 
in computer graphics by simulating the path of light rays 
from the source to the surfaces in a scene. 
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In the 1970s the transformation of computer graphics 
from utilitarian ones to realistic ones was started. Along 
with that, the popularity of home computers was increas-
ing and hence a new demand in the field of computer 
graphics was being made as well. As a result, the disci-
pline which was strictly academic at first now got a lot of 
popularity and a much larger audience. In the next two 
decades, the overall hardware technology will also be im-
proved drastically which will allow the betterment of the 
topic. 

In the 2000s computer-generated images were found 
everywhere and media like movies and video games fur-
ther popularised Computer Generated Imagery to the 
mainstream and have continued to do so even now. Since 
the 2010’s even video generation can be done using com-
puter graphics and photorealism has reached a level that 
on a high-end system it’s difficult to point out the differ-
ences between real images and computer-generated im-
ages is very small. 

 
II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

 
 

[1] McConnell, Jeffrey & Carson, George. (2003). Com-
puter graphics.368-382. In-depth study of all the varied 
technologies and methodologies employed in the study of 
computer graphics generation. Lacking in terms of actual 
generation methods still as modern-day relevance.  
 
[2] W. Jack Bouknight. 1970. A procedure for the genera-
tion of  3-dimensional half-toned computer graphics 
presentations. <i>Commun. ACM</i> 13, 9 (Sept. 1970), 
527–536.DOI:https://doi.org/10.1145/362736.362739 
A description of an algorithm to come up with a 3-dimen-
sional polygonal surface. The algorithm is far faster than 
the Warnock algorithm from Utah. This paper helped a lot 
to understand the scope of computer graphics during that 
time as well as the evolution of graphics algorithms as time 
went on. The limitation of the paper is its relevance is  
totally gone as it is from over 40 years ago. 
 
[3] J. Amanatides, "Realism in Computer Graphics: A Sur-
vey," in IEEE Computer Graphics and Applications, vol. 7, 
no.1, pp.44-56, Jan.1987, DOI:10.1109/MCG.1987.277026. 
This paper tells us about the trends and development of re-
alism in computer-generated graphics. This paper goes into 
detail and explains various rendering processes and surface 
determination algorithms.  

[4] Przemyslaw Rokita, Fast generation of the depth of 
field effects in computer graphics, Computers & Graphics, 
Volume 17, Issue 5,1993, Pages 593-595, ISSN 0097-8493, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/0097-8493(93)90010-7. This paper 
proposes a new and replaceable technique to generate depth 
in computer-generated scenes because it would be visible to 
human eyes. The algorithm mentioned in this paper is suita-
ble for real-time applications such as visual simulators. 
 
[5] J. Amanatides, "Realism in Computer Graphics: A Sur-
vey," in IEEE Computer Graphics and Applications, vol. 7, 
no.1, pp.44-56, Jan.1987, DOI:10.1109/MCG.1987.277026. 
This paper tells us about the trends and development of re-
alism in computer-generated graphics. This paper goes into 
detail and explains various rendering processes and surface 
determination algorithms.  
 
[6] A. Shamir, M. Rubinstein, and T. Levinboim, "Generat-
ing comics from 3D interactive computer graphics," in 
IEEE Computer Graphics and Applications, vol. 26, no. 3, 
pp. 53-61, May-June 2006, DOI: 10.1109/MCG.2006.58.  
This paper is a unique take on computer graphics with a 
different application. It is regarding a system that can con-
vert important parts of a storyboard and interactions in 3D 
graphics to a comic book-like 2D art style. 
 
[7] Julie Dorsey and Leonard McMillan. 1998. Computer 
graphics and architecture: state of the art and outlook for 
the future. <i>SIGGRAPH Comput. Graph.</i> 32, 1 (Feb. 
1998), 45–48. DOI:https://doi.org/10.1145/279389.279449 
This paper talks about the long run and the future scope of 
the topic and the technology that is currently state of the 
art. It is from 1998 and hence allows us to check retrospec-
tively the condition in which computer graphics was a cou-
ple of decades ago as well as the future scope according to 
then 
 
[8] V. Cantoni, P. Dondi, L. Lombardi, and A. Setti, 
"Teaching Computer Graphics Through a Digital Humani-
ties Project," in IEEE Computer Graphics and Applications, 
vol. 39, no. 2, pp. 89-94, 1 March-April 2019, DOI: 
10.1109/MCG.2019.2895487.This paper is about the teach-
ing of computer graphics to people and is interesting 
branching out a study about the topic. It talks about the key 
challenges and methods used to teach computer graphics 
using 3D modeling of a city makes us think about the topic 
from a different aspect and point of view. 

 
[9] V. L. Paucar, O. S. de Sousa, I. O. Almeida, M. J. 
Rider, M. F. Bedrinana and J. H. Santos, "Software devel-
opment with computer graphics, distributed database, and 
OOP for deregulated power systems analysis," 2004 Large 
Engineering Systems Conference on Power Engineering 
(IEEE Cat. No.04EX819), 2004, pp. 198-202, DOI: 
10.1109/LESCPE.2004.1356300.This paper is about soft-
ware development primarily and isn’t based on computer 
graphics but talks a fair and good amount about it and helps 
us understand better the application of computer graphics 
clearly. 
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[10] Canlin Li, Chao Yin, Jiajie Lu, and Lizhuang Ma, 
"Automatic 3D scene generation based on Maya," 2009 
IEEE 10th International Conference on Computer-Aided 
Industrial Design & Conceptual Design, 2009, pp. 981-985, 
DOI: 10.1109/CAIDCD.2009.5375246.This paper is about 
automatic 3D scene generation using Autodesk Maya. This 
paper tells about the disadvantages of using manual 3D 
scene generation and it aims to solve it by automating the 
process. This paper is related to computer graphics and the 
exact problem statement is about automation. 

 
[11] R. Pickles, "White Paper - Next Generation Graphics 
GPU Shader and Compute Libraries," 2020 AIAA/IEEE 
39th Digital Avionics Systems Conference (DASC), 2020, 
pp. 1-6, DOI: 10.1109/DASC50938.2020.9256444.This pa-
per surveys and gives information about the Vulkan librar-
ies which are considered to be the next generation of em-
bedded graphics or computer graphics libraries after 
OpenGL and CUDA. 
 
[12] H. Wang, W. Chen, X. Liu, and B. Dong, "An improv-
ing algorithm for generating real sense terrain and parame-
ter analysis based on a fractal," 2010 International Confer-
ence on Machine Learning and Cybernetics, 2010, pp. 686-
691, DOI: 10.1109/ICMLC.2010.5580560.This paper is 
about terrain modeling using fractals. Virtual realistic ter-
rain modeling can be achieved using this algorithm which 
is a modification of the classical Diamond-Square algo-
rithm and implemented using OpenGL and Visual C++. 

 
[13] M. Oku, "Bubbloid Algorithm: A Simple Method for 
Generating Bubble-like Line Drawings," 2019 8th Interna-
tional Congress on Advanced Applied Informatics (IIAI-
AAI), 2019, pp. 954-959, DOI: 10.1109/IIA 
AAI.2019.00191.This paper proposes a simple algorithm to 
generate 2D graphics like bubbles, as well as useful for 
graphs, geographical data visualization, and image warping. 
It’s a modern as well and a simple algorithm but the uses of 
this algorithm might be limited as it is based on 2 dimen-
sions.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

IV.   SCHEMA 
 
 

 
 
 

       Example of Computer Graphics Packages: 

1) LOGO 

2) COREL DRAW 

3) AUTO CAD 

4) 3D STUDIO 

5) CORE 

6) GKS (Graphics Kernel System) 

7) PIGS 

8) CAM (Computer Graphics Metafile) 

9) CGI (Computer Graphics Interface) 
 

 
V.   CONCLUSION 

 
     Computer graphics is a vast topic and the generation of 
computer graphics has evolved and developed a lot 
throughout the past few decades and is continuing to grow 
at an exponential rate. Increasing popularity, development 
in software as well as hardware, the evolution of new algo-
rithms to generate specific structures or elements, and over-
all more focus on the topic has caused the development to 
be significant throughout the years. Its scope is very broad 
and it is a vast topic with numerous opportunities for re-
search and development as well as efficient application. 
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